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ABSTRACT
When dealing with sensors with dierent time resolutions, it
is desirable to model a sensor reading as pertaining to a time
interval rather than a unit of time. We introduce two vari-
ants on the Hidden Markov Model in which this is possible:
a reading extends over an arbitrary number of hidden states.
We derive inference algorithms for the models, and analyse
their eciency. For this, we introduce a new method: we
start with an inecient algorithm directly derived from the
model, and visually optimize it using a sum-factor diagram.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Statistical databases|
sensor data
General Terms
Algorithms, Theory, Performance
Keywords
Intervals, Probabilistic Inference, Hidden Markov Model
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following sensor setup: at 15 xed locations
in a building, a Bluetooth transceiver (`scanner') is installed,
and performs regular scans in order to track the position
of a mobile device. The scanning range is such that the
mobile device can be seen by 2 or 3 dierent scanners at
most places. To estimate its position, a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) is used: this probabilistic model relates a
sequence of observations (scan results) at times t = 1::T to a
sequence of hidden states (positions) at the same times. An
advantage of a HMM is that it includes a transition model,
in which domain knowledge can be encoded about possible
position changes: for example, that it is impossible to move
directly from room A to room B due to a wall[6].
A disadvantage of a HMM is that it synchronizes hid-
den states with observations. In the above setup, which
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we implemented in our lab, scans take about 10 seconds (it
is unknown when in this interval the mobile device really
responds) and are performed 4 times per minute. For sev-
eral reasons, it is desirable to have a higher time resolution
for the hidden states: (a) to encode higher-precision possi-
ble transitions, (b) to integrate readings from sensors with
other time resolutions, and (c) to handle the situation where
the 10-second scans are not synchronized with each other.
To accomodate a higher hidden time resolution within this
probabilistic framework, we dene a generalization of the
HMM which we name HMM-AO (Aggregate Observations).
In this model, each observation can stretch over an arbitrary
number of hidden states, possibly overlapping with other ob-
servations. Furthermore, it is not required that observations
occur at regular intervals, which provides a straightforward
way to deal with missing sensor readings. We also dene a
restricted variant of HMM-AO named HMM-NOR (Noisy-
OR) that is more specic to the above setup.
An important property of the HMM is that inference of
the probability distributions over the hidden states can be
done in linear time w.r.t. the sequence length (which en-
ables forward ltering or xed-lag smoothing in a streaming
way[9]). We derive inference algorithms for our models for
which this is also the case. For HMM-AO, however, the run-
ning time is exponential in the interval length, which renders
it unsuitable for high time resolutions. The running time for
HMM-NOR is independent of interval length.
A substantial contribution of this article is a new method
for deriving these inference algorithms: we start with a
highly inecient algorithm directly derived from the model's
denition, and rewrite it for eciency using a so-called sum-
factor diagram and a set of visual transformation rules. At
the moment, we have optimized the number of basic calcu-
lations, but we see potential for more complex cost models.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Sect. 2,
we dene the models; in Sect. 3, we explain inference with
sum-factor diagrams, which we apply to our models in Sect. 4.
Related work and conclusions are presented in Sect. 5 and 6.
2. HMM,HMM-AO&HMM-NORMODELS
To do probabilistic sensor data processing, one needs a
probabilistic model of the observed phenomenon and the
sensing process. This model denes a number of stochastic
variables (written in capitals, e.g. X,Y ) and the relations
between them. Every sensor reading is represented by an
observable variable (also called evidence variable). For ex-
ample, we dene the variable Yt to represent the Bluetooth
scan at time t. When the scan is performed and results inX0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 :::
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5
(a) Standard HMM: observation Yt is
synchronized with state Xt
X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 :::
YI YII
(b) HMM-AO: observation Yi stretches
over an arbitrary interval Xr;:::;Xs.
HMM-NOR: idem, but Yi is binary and
P(yijxr::s) is restricted (see text)
X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 :::
YI1 YI2 YI3 YII2 YII3 YII4 YII5
YI YII logical OR logical OR
(c) HMM-NOR with Noisy-OR struc-
ture elaborated using extra variables
Figure 1: The three dierent Hidden Markov Models drawn as a Bayesian network.
a value yt, we have observed that Yt = yt. The other vari-
ables in the model, e.g. the location of the mobile device, are
unobservable (also called hidden). Each variable has a well-
dened domain (the set of values it can take); in this article,
we only consider variables with a discrete, nite domain.
A probabilistic model is characterized by the joint proba-
bility distribution (jpd) that it denes over its variables. In a
model with n variables X1{Xn, the jpd denes a probability
P(X1 = x1;:::;Xn = xn) for every possible combination of
xi values. All information about the probabilistic relations
between variables can be deduced from this jpd.
The most simple method of dening a probabilistic model
is providing a table with all the values in the jpd. However,
the size of this table grows exponentially with the number
of variables. A popular alternative is to dene the model by
means of a Bayesian network[3], which is what we will do in
this section.
2.1 Notation
Where a probabilistic event (e.g. X=x,Y =y,Y =0) is ex-
pected, we often omit the stochastic variable (X;Y ) and
write only the concrete or abstract value (x;y;0). It should
always be clear which variable we have omitted: values 0,
1 and y always belong to a Y variable, and value x to an
X variable. When a value has a subscript, this transfers to
the variable: P(y1) means P(Y1 = y1). In case of the con-
crete values 0 and 1, the subscript only refers to the variable:
P(1t) means P(Yt = 1).
In a summation, the range of the variable is omitted. We
always sum over all possible values that the stochastic vari-
able can take. The scope of a summation extends as far
as possible: in
P
x1 f1(x1)
P
x2 f2(x2), the rst summation
sums over the whole expression. For summing only over
f1(x1), we write
hP
x1 f1(x1)
ihP
x2 f2(x2)
i
:
In the context of a probabilistic event, dots in a subscript
mean the conjunction of probabilistic events: P(x1::3) means
P(X1 = x1;X2 = x2;X3 = x3). In a summation, they mean
a nested summation over all variables:
P
x1::3 f(x1;x2;x3)
means
P
x1
P
x2
P
x3 f(x1;x2;x3).
2.2 The three models as Bayesian networks
A Bayesian network consists of two components:
 A directed acyclic graph, in which the nodes repre-
sent the stochastic variables. The edges dene a par-
ent relation by pointing from parent to child; we write
Parents(X) for the set of parents of variable X.
 A conditional probability distribution (cpd) for each
stochastic variable X, dening P(xjparents(X)) for all
possible values of x and parents(X). We use parents(X)
(notice the lowercase p) as an abbreviation for a set of
abstract values for the stochastic variables Parents(X).
For example, if Parents(X45) = fX3;X22;X29g, then
P(parents(X45)) means P(x3;x22;x29).
In a Bayesian network over n variables X1{Xn, the joint
probability distribution over all the variables is given by
P(x1::n) =
Y
i=1::n
P(xijparents(Xi)) (Fact-BN)
Advantages of using a Bayesian network are:
 If the cpds are dened by tables of probabilities (which
provides maximum generality), the number of parame-
ters that dene a model is exponential in the maximal
number of parents that a variable has, rather than in
the number of variables. It is also possible to dene
a cpd with less parameters, e.g. the cpd (Cpd-NOR)
that we will shortly dene.
 The fact that the jpd is factorized into n factors speeds
up inference (see Sect. 3.1).
 The directed graph provides an intuitive method for
modelling cause-and-eect relations: if X can directly
cause Y (with an amount of uncertainty), one draws
an arrow from X to Y . Formally, this translates into
conditional independence properties of the model. For
example, in Fig. 1a, the only direct cause of Y1 is X1.
Knowing the value of X1 is enough to x the proba-
bility distribution over Y1. Knowing the value of any
other variable, e.g. x0, does not result in another dis-
tribution: P(y1jx1;x0) = P(y1jx1). The conditional
independence properties can be directly deduced from
the graph; see Charniak's tutorial[3].
We now dene the three dierent models as Bayesian net-
works: the regular HMM as a reference, followed by our
extended models HMM-AO and HMM-NOR.
As shown in Fig. 1a, the regular HMM consists of a layer
of observation variables Yt and a layer of state variables Xt.
For every Xt, the cpd P(xtjxt 1) is equal, and is called the
transition model. Also, for every Yt, the cpd P(ytjxt) is
equal, and is called the sensor model. Initial state X0 does
not have any parents or an associated Y0.
In the HMM with aggregate observations (HMM-AO), we
replace the observation layer by a set of variables YI;YII;:::
indexed with Roman numerals, over which we range using i
instead of t. Each Yi is connected to an arbitrary number of
subsequent state variables Xr;:::;Xs (see Fig. 1b). Their
cpds can all be dierent in principle.The structure of the HMM with Noisy-OR aggregate ob-
servations (HMM-NOR) is equal to that of the HMM-AO,
but its variables Yi are restricted to binary variables (taking
values 0 or 1), and their cpds to a `Noisy-OR' form
P(0ijxr::s) =
Y
t=r::s
fit(xt) P(1ijxr::s) = 1  
Y
t=r::s
fit(xt)
(Cpd-NOR)
Again, the cpd for each observation Yi can be dierent (hence
the i subscript in fit).
The cpds in the HMM-NOR are a slight generalization of
the original Noisy-OR model[8]. To get this original model
back, the input variables xt should be binary as well, with
fit(0) = 1 and fit(1) = qit (where qit is the probability that
a 1 on input xt is `inhibited').
To better visualise the conditional independence structure
of the Noisy-OR cpd, it is possible to split it up by intro-
ducing additional unobservable binary variables Yir;:::;Yis
in the model (see Fig. 1c). Their cpds are dened to be
P(0itjxt) = fit(xt) P(1itjxt) = 1   fit(xt)
The cpd of Yi, now conditioned on these variables, is degener-
ate (the probabilities can only be 0 or 1), and represents the
logical OR function: P(1ijyir::is) =
W
t=r::s yit. The reader
may check that P(yijxr::s) then equals (Cpd-NOR).
Although the additional Yit variables clarify the model, we
do not need them in deriving the inference algorithm.
2.3 Bluetooth localization with HMM-NOR
We will briey explain how we have applied the HMM-
NOR model to our Bluetooth localization task. Each Xt
variable represents the location of the mobile device at time t,
where time is discretized into granules of 2:5 seconds. Space
is also discretized into 50 locations, each of which corre-
spond to an oce or a section of the corridor. Each Yi vari-
able corresponds to one 10-second scan, and stretches over 4
subsequent X variables (because there are 15 scanners that
all produce 4 scans per minute, there is a lot of overlap).
A positive observation Yi = 1 represents the event that the
mobile device was detected during that scan, and a negative
observation Yi = 0 represents the event that it was not.
The cpd P(xtjxt 1) encodes the possible transitions that
a mobile device can make within 2:5 seconds, and are esti-
mated from the topology of the building and human walk-
ing speed. The cpd P(yijxr::s) represents the probability
that the mobile device has been scanned given its locations
within the 10-second interval [r;s]. It is dierent for each
of the 15 scanners, and can be estimated in the following
way: the mobile device is kept in location a for some time
to record the number of detections by the scanner in ques-
tion. The fraction of detections out of performed scans is
denoted pca, and used as an estimate for the probability
P(1ijXr = ::: = Xs = a) for scanner c.
We further make the assumption that fit is independent of
the moment that the scan took place, and also of the moment
t within the interval. It is only dependent on the scanner c
that performed the scan. Therefore, fir = ::: = fis = fc.
Then, using (Cpd-NOR), we derive that fc(a) =
4 p
1   pca.
Repeating this procedure for every scanner-location combi-
nation gives us all the parameters of our sensor model.
Notice that HMM-NOR model has another advantage over
HMM-AO except for ecient inference: given the above as-
sumption that fit is the same for each moment t within the
interval, the number of parameters remains constant if we
increase the time resolution. If we want to use 1-second
granules, we simply use fc(a) =
10 p
1   pca to dene our
new sensor model (we do not address the question of how
the transition model is aected here).
The price to pay for the HMM-NOR model are the condi-
tional independence assumptions between the Yit variables.
We do not elaborate on this now, but we would like to point
out that these independence assumptions are similar to those
in the original HMM model (which can also perform well in
situations where these assumptions are not entirely faithful).
3. USING SUM-FACTOR EXPRESSIONS
3.1 Inference over a factored distribution
Given a probabilistic model over a set of variables, infer-
ence is the general task of deriving the probability distri-
bution over a subset of query variables, given the observed
values of another subset called the evidence variables. For-
mally, we partition the model's variables into Q1::m, E1::n
and (the remaining variables) R1::p, and the goal of the in-
ference task is to calculate P(q1::mje1::n) for all values q1::m,
given certain values e1::n. Using basic probability axioms,
this can be written in terms of the joint distribution (where
 = 1=P(e1::n)):
P(q1::mje1::n) = P(q1::m;e1::n) = 
X
r1::p
P(q1::m;e1::n;r1::p)
(Inference)
As this probability is calculated for all values of q1::m, and
it is known that these will sum to 1, it is not necessary
to calculate the constant factor . Thus, the inference task
consists of repeatingly evaluating a summation over the R1::p
dimensions.
In general, this summation is exponential in p. However,
in the case of a factored joint distribution, it can be rewrit-
ten into a more ecient form. For a small example, assume
we have a probability distribution over variables A;B;C and
D which is factored as follows: P(a;b;c;d) = f1(a;b)f2(c;d).
Now, let us take A as the query variable and D as the evi-
dence variable. We can rewrite P(ajd) to:

X
b;c
f1(a;b)f2(c;d) = 
"
X
b
f1(a;b)
#"
X
c
f2(c;d)
#
The two-dimensional summation is split into a product of
one-dimensional summations. The same principle can be
applied for a greater number of R1::p variables. The com-
plexity of the inference task will be linear in p if the dis-
tribution is always suciently factorized (i.e. the number of
variables in a factor is limited independently of p).
However, the above example is simplied by the fact that
there is no overlap between the factors. Usually this is not
the case. For example, the joint probability distribution can
be factored like:
P(a;b;c;d) = f1(a)f2(a;b)f3(b;c)f4(c;d)
In this case, the summation expressions cannot be factored
into a product, but can take dierent nested forms. If we
do a summation over all the variables in the above distribu-
tion (for clarity of exposition; it does not make sense as aninference task), several of these forms are:
a
b
c
d
￿￿
￿￿
￿￿
￿
X
a;b;c;d
f1(a)f2(a;b)f3(b;c)f4(c;d) (1a)
a
b
c
d
￿￿
￿￿
￿￿
￿
X
a
f1(a)
X
b
f2(a;b)
X
c
f3(b;c)
X
d
f4(c;d) (1b)
a
b
c
d
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ X
c;d
f4(c;d)
X
b
f3(b;c)
X
a
f2(a;b)f1(a) (1c)
X
b

a
b
￿
￿
￿
"
b
c
d
￿
￿￿
￿
#
X
b
"
X
a
f2(a;b)f1(a)
#"
X
c
f3(b;c)
X
d
f4(c;d)
#
(1d)
Shown on the left are the corresponding sum-factor dia-
grams, which are explained in the next section. Exprs. (1b){
(1d) all represent more ecient ways to calculate the sum-
mation than Expr. (1a).
3.2 Sum-factor diagrams
For the models described in section 2, the summation ex-
pressions can already get quite complex. As a tool for visu-
alizing their structure and eciency, and for rewriting them
into a more ecient form, we introduce the sum-factor dia-
gram. This diagram can represent an expression of the form
X

X
ff
X

X
ff 
X

X
ff;
i.e. an arbitrary permutation of factors and summations
over the free variables of the factors, with the scope of
each summation extending to the end of the expression. It
is not allowed to introduce the same variable name twice,
so
P
a f1(a;b)
P
a f2(c;a) and f1(a;b)
P
a f2(c;a) are illegal.
This is a purely syntactic restriction, and can be avoided
by using
P
a f1(a;b)
P
d f2(c;d) and f1(a;b)
P
d f2(c;d) in-
stead. (To avoid all confusion: using the same variable in
two dierent factors, e.g.
P
a f1(a;b)f2(c;a) is legal.) We
call this form a sum-factor expression. The expressions (1a){
(1c) are sum-factor expressions; expression (1d) is not, but
both factors on its top level are. The corresponding dia-
grams are shown next to the expressions.
On the diagram's horizontal axis (not labeled) are the
factors, in the order in which they appear from left to right
in the expression. On the vertical axis are the free variables
of all the factors, in an arbitrary order. A dot in the diagram
indicates that a variable appears in a factor. For example,
for Expr. 1c, the leftmost column of its diagram shows that
the leftmost factor in the expression, f4(c;d), contains the
free variables c and d.
In a sum-factor expression, a summation occurs between
factors, and so it does in the diagram; it is indicated by a
vertical stroke, in the row corresponding to the variable over
which it sums. If there are multiple summations between
two factors, their order is considered irrelevant, and all the
strokes are at the same horizontal position (see Expr. 1a).
The grey color is auxiliary, and is derived from the dots
and strokes. Reading a row from left to right, the grey bar
starts at the position of the summation over that row's vari-
able, or at the left margin if there is no summation. The
bar ends at the rightmost position where the variable occurs
in a factor. When read from right to left, the grey bar cor-
responds to the lifetime of the variable in the evaluation of
the expression. The larger the grey area, the more inecient
the evaluation (see Sect. 3.3).
The expressions (1a){(1d) calculate the same value, and
can be transformed into each other due to distributivity
x(y + z) = xy + xz. To ease these transformations, we
dene four derived rewrite rules which map more directly to
sum-factor expressions. Using these rules, we can rewrite an
expression visually, by manipulating its diagram.
In these rules, we use the notation
P
R f, which is a multi-
dimensional summation over the variables in the (possibly
empty) set R. For example, if R = fa;bg, then
P
R f = P
a;b f =
P
b;a f (the order of the summations is irrelevant).
In the notation
P
R;v, the set of variables which are summed
over is partitioned into two disjoint subsets R and fvg.
Moving a summation to the left.

X
R
f
X
S;v
 ) 
X
R;v
f
X
S
 (Move-Left)
Swapping two adjacent factors.
f1f2  ) f2f1  (Swap-Factors)
Moving a summation to the right. This rule is only applica-
ble if factor f does not contain free variable v.

X
R;v
f
X
S
 ) 
X
R
f
X
S;v
 (Move-Right)
Splitting an expression; R is the set of variables which are
both summed over in  and free in  .
X

| {z }

X

| {z }
 
)
X
R
hX

i
| {z }

hX

i
| {z }
 
(Split-Expr)
3.3 Efﬁciency of sum-factor expressions
An important purpose of a sum-factor diagram is to vi-
sualise the eciency of the expression. Talking about the
eciency of an expression implies an operational semantics:
a function that maps an expression to an execution plan.
When run, this execution plan results in a sequence of basic
instructions (multiplication, addition). In this article, we
are only concerned with the number of these basic instruc-
tions. However, there is nothing that prevents the denition
of more complex cost models (taking e.g. running time and
memory consumption into account) for our execution plans.
A naive operational semantics for a sum-factor expression
would map it to a nested loop over all variables (i.e. one level
of nesting per variable). The number of instructions in such
an execution plan is always exponential in the number of
variables: no matter how a sum-factor expression is rewrit-
ten, the number of summations stays the same. However,
such a plan often performs a lot of redundant work, because
many calculations in the inner levels do not depend at all
on the value of the variable in the outer level. As an exam-
ple, take the expression
P
a f1(a)
P
b f2(a;b)
P
c f3(b;c) and
assume the variables all have a domain of 50 values. Cal-
culation of the subexpression
P
c f3(b;c) then requires 49
additions, and has to be repeated (because it has a dier-
ent outcome) for every value of b, yielding 50  49 additions.
However, this is again repeated for every value of a; 505049
additions, while no new values are calculated.x0
x1
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x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
￿
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￿
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￿
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￿
￿
(a) Initial diagram.
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(b) Factors are interleaved, and sum-
mations moved to the right.
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
x0
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6 ￿
￿ ￿
￿ ￿
￿ ￿
￿ ￿
￿ ￿
￿￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
x6
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(c) The diagram has been split, and the order
of factors on the left side has been reversed.
Figure 2: Deriving an ecient inference algorithm for P(x6jy1::12) in the regular HMM, using sum-factor diagrams. For
readability, the P(ytjxt) factors are shown using open dots (￿).
Hence, we introduce our own operational semantics for
sum-factor expressions, which avoids recalculating subex-
pressions. In these semantics, the result of evaluating an
expression  is always a n-dimensional array, containing the
expression's value for all possible combinations of values for
its n free variables FV().
Given a sum-factor expression , we will write JK for its
execution plan. We inductively dene J
P
R f  K:
v':=JK;
z }| {
for i1:=..: for i2:=..:
fi1;i2;:::g=FV(
P
R f)
v(i1,i2,..):=0;
z }| {
for j1:=..: for j2:=..:
fj1;j2;:::g=R
v(i1,i2,..):= v(i1,i2,..)+
fip;jq;:::g=FV(f)
z }| {
f(ip,..,jq,..) 
fir;js;:::g=FV()
z }| {
v'(ir,..,js,..);
return v
First, the plan for the inner sum-factor expression  is
executed, which results in array v'. Next, the outer loops
range over the elements of the result array v. For every
element, the inner loops sum the f   product over the R
dimensions.
As a result of this recursive structure, the execution plan
for a sum-factor expression starts at the rightmost factor. In
this base case, there is no subexpression : we then dene
array v' to have dimensionality 0 and value v'() := 1.
Now, in a sum-factor diagram, each column corresponds
to a set of loops like in the above plan. They loop over the
grey variables: variables that have occurred in a subexpres-
sion and have not been summed out yet. These columns are
each `executed' once, from right to left. Thus, the number
of basic instructions produced by a sum-factor expression's
execution plan relates exponentially to the height of its dia-
gram's grey area, and linearly to its width.
4. INFERENCE FOR OUR MODELS
In this section, we show how to derive ecient inference
algorithms for our models using sum-factor diagrams. We
start with the (Fact-BN) expression that is directly deriv-
able from the model structure, and then use the rewrite rules
from Sect. 3.2 to minimize the diagram's grey area.
4.1 Regular HMM
We rst illustrate the inference of P(x6jy1::12) for a regular
HMM with length 12. Using (Inference) and (Fact-BN),
we rewrite this probability into

X
x0::5
x7::12
P(x0)
"
Y
t=1::12
P(xtjxt 1)
#"
Y
t=1::12
P(ytjxt)
#
The
Q
t=1::12 expressions are not part of the sum-factor form:
we use them to abbreviate a sequence of multiplications
(starting with the t=1 factor and ending with the t=12 fac-
tor). Taking this into account, the above expression is in
sum-factor form, and its diagram is shown in Fig. 2a. Note
that the yt variables do not occur in the diagram because
they are not free variables; at the time that we are doing
the inference, we can replace them by their actual values (0
or 1). The P(ytjxt) factors only have one free variable left.
The large grey area shows that the expression is highly
inecient to evaluate in this form. To remedy this, we in-
terleave the P(xtjxt 1) factors with the P(ytjxt) factors by
repeated application of (Swap-Factors), which permutes
the columns of the diagram; then we move the summations
as far to the right as possible using (Move-Right). The ef-
fect of these operations on the diagram is shown in Fig. 2b.
Because we do not sum over query variable X6, it still causes
a grey line in the left side of the diagram; therefore, all eval-
uation steps on this side take n times as much time. To
avoid this, we use (Split-Expr) to split the expression at
the dotted line. As the diagram shows, none of the free vari-
ables on the right side (x6{x12) are summed on the left side,
so it is not necessary to move summations to the outer level.
After the split, we reverse the order of the factors on the left
side, which nally results in the split diagram in Fig. 2c.
Evaluating the left and right sides of this diagram ac-
cording to the execution plan in Sect. 3.3 corresponds to a
`forward pass' from X0 to X6 and a `backward pass' from
X12 to X6, respectively; recall that evaluation proceeds from
right to left in the diagram. As the maximal number of grey
xt variables is 2, a column costs at most n
2 multiplications
and additions (where n is the size of the Xt domain). Hence,
the total complexity of HMM inference is O(n
2T), with T
the number of time units.
4.2 HMM-AO
Derivation of the inference algorithm for the HMM-AO
model goes along the same lines. As an example, we show
the inference of P(x6jyI::V), where the Yi observations stretch
over the intervals X1{X3, X2{X5, X5{X7, X7{X11 and X10{x0
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(b) Factors are interleaved,
summations moved right.
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(c) The diagram has been split, and the order of
factors on the left side has been reversed.
Figure 3: Inference of P(x6jyI::V) in the HMM-AO model.
The P(yijxr::s) factors are shown using open dots (￿).
X12, respectively. Filling in the equations (Inference) and
(Fact-BN) yields the following sum-factor expression:

X
x0::5
x7::12
P(x0)
"
Y
t=1::12
P(xtjxt 1)
#"
Y
i=I::V
P(yijparents(Yi))
#
Its diagram is shown in Fig. 3a; reordering the factors and
moving the summations to the right yields Fig. 3b. Still fol-
lowing the example of the regular HMM, we split the expres-
sion to avoid the long lifetime of the x6 variable. However,
this time it is not possible to separate the free variables on
the right side from the variables summed over on the left
side: the factor P(yIIIjx5::7) will always cause trouble. We
decide to put this factor on the left-hand side, which causes
variable x7 to occur on both sides. Hence, the summation
over x7 is lifted out of the sub-expressions. Next, we re-
verse the order on the left side again, and end up with the
expression corresponding to Fig. 3c.
Note that the considerable amount of grey area in the
gure is caused by the P(yijparents(Yi)) factors; as we do
not make any assumptions about these cpds in the HMM-
AO model, we cannot split them up. Hence, the number
of grey xt variables in a column depends on the interval
length i: the complexity of HMM-AO inference is O(n
iT)
(for i  2).
4.3 HMM-NOR
For HMM-NOR, we can rewrite the P(yijparents(Yi)) fac-
tors, because we have restricted them to the (Cpd-NOR)
form. As this form depends on the concrete value (0 or 1)
that Yi takes, we make a distinction in our rewriting pro-
cedure according to this value. In our example, we use the
same observations YI through YV from the previous section,
and additionally dene that Yi = 1 for i = I::IV, and YV = 0.
The case for Yi = 0 is simple: in the sum-factor expression
we use for inference, we can just replace the P(0ijparents(Yi))
factor by the product of its sub-factors; the result is still a
sum-factor expression. So, instead of one factor with three
free variables P(0Vjx10;x11;x12), we have three factors with
one free variable each: fV10(x10), fV11(x11) and fV12(x12).
Like in the regular HMM, these can be interleaved between
the P(xtjxt 1) factors.
For Yi = 1, the case is more complicated. We cannot
plug the form 1  
Q
t=r::s fit(xt) directly into a sum-factor
expression, so we have to rewrite it rst. For each of these
positive observations, we introduce a variable bi in the sum-
factor expression, which can take the values 0 and 1. We
demonstrate how to rewrite the factor for YII:
P(1IIjx2::5) = 1  
Y
t=2::5
fIIt(xt) =
X
bII
1
1 bII
 
 
Y
t=2::5
fIIt(xt)
! bII
=
X
bII
( 1)
bII
Y
t=2::5
(fIIt(xt))
bII (NOR-as-SFE)
As usual, summation variable bII implicitly ranges over all
its possible values: 0 and 1. The last expression above can
be plugged into the sum-factor expression in place of fac-
tor P(1IIjx2::5) without problems. The range of the new bII
summation will expand until the end of the sum-factor ex-
pression, but this is no problem because this variable is not
used in the rest of the expression.
Now, for the inference of P(x6jyI::V), we apply (Inference)
and (Fact-BN), followed by the rewrites above:

X
x0::5
x7::12
P(x0)
"
Y
t=1::12
P(xtjxt 1)
#"
Y
i=I::V
P(yijparents(Yi))
#
=
X
x0::5
x7::12
P(x0)
"
Y
t=1::12
P(xtjxt 1)
#
X
bI
( 1)
bI
"
Y
t=1::3
(fIt(xt))
bI
#

X
bIV
( 1)
bIV
"
Y
t=7::11
(fIVt(xt))
bIV
#
fV10(x10)fV11(x11)fV12(x12)
The corresponding diagram is shown in Fig. 4a. Again, we
reorder the factors for better eciency. This time, we rst
move the bi summations to the left, so we can freely reorder
the (fit(xt))
bi factors in ascending xt order. The purpose of
this reordering is to keep the lifetime of the xt variables as
short as possible, at the expense of the bi lifetimes: a living
xt variable makes the evaluation step n times as expensive,
while a living bi variable makes it only twice as expensive.
So, the factors are sorted rst by t, then by i. Next, we con-
tinue along the usual lines, and end up with Fig. 4b (notice
that bIII appeared on both sides of the split, so its summation
had to be lifted out). The number of grey xt variables in a
column is always 1 or 2; the number of grey bi variables de-
pends on the number s of simultaneous Yi = 1 observations.
So, the complexity of HMM-NOR inference is O(n
22
sT).
5. RELATED WORK
Sensor data implies probabilistic dependencies. The fact
that Bayesian networks represent these dependencies in a
clear and ecient way is well recognized within the AI com-
munity; the same goes for the fact that their (conditional)
independencies can be exploited for ecient inference. This
has resulted in a lot of techniques to derive, from the struc-x0
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(a) Initial diagram.
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(b) Final diagram.
Figure 4: Inference of P(x6jy1::12) in the HMM-NOR model. The ( 1)
bi and (fit(xt))
bi factors are shown using open dots (￿).
ture of the network, an ecient `execution plan' for an in-
ference query; the best known are variable elimination[12]
and junction tree propagation[7] (which is also known as join
tree or clique tree propagation, and generalizes belief propa-
gation[8]). Finding an optimal plan is NP-complete[1], but
there are several heuristics.
The advantages of Bayesian networks (or, more generally,
factored distributions) for scalable probabilistic processing
has also been recognized by database research: they are
used in systems that probabilistically model the existence
of relational tuples[10] as well as in systems for processing
streaming sensor data[5]. From a database perspective, the
AI inference techniques we mentioned can be cast as query
optimization[11, 2].
However, these techniques depend on heuristics and/or
graphical transformations. They can deal with any Bayesian
network, but are reasonably complicated to apply. For our
simple networks (whose graphical structure is essentially a
chain), they are `overkill'; moreover, they do not lead to
the ecient decomposition (NOR-as-SFE) of the Noisy-OR
cpd, unless an additional dedicated technique[4] is used.
6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
We have presented two simple and general probabilistic
models for interval-valued sensor data processing, and fo-
cused on a new method for deriving ecient inference al-
gorithms for these models. The core of this method is the
sum-factor expression, a representation of a probabilistic in-
ference query that lends itself well to database research:
it both allows easy algebraic manipulation (cf. query plan
rewriting) and, via its operational semantics, a cost analy-
sis. Using the sum-factor diagram, manipulation and analy-
sis can also be done visually. In contrast to the AI methods,
the method does not require graphical manipulations or un-
derstanding of probabilistic semantics.
A restriction of the sum-factor expression is that it only
represents linear (right-deep) query plans. However, the
graphical structure of our models is also linear; it is es-
sentially a Markov chain. Presumably, this holds for many
dynamic models used in sensor networks.
We hope that the sum-factor expression can provide a fer-
tile common ground for integrating optimization techniques
from the AI and database elds.
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